Question- I Whether companies from Outside USA can apply for this? (like, from India or Canada)  
Answer- Yes

Question- Whether we need to come over there for meetings?  
Answer- Some meetings can be conducted virtually or via conference call, however some meetings greatly benefit from in person meetings.

Question- Can we perform the tasks (related to RFP) outside USA? (like, from India or Canada)?  
Answer- Some tasks can be completed remotely, however inspection of the pavements requires physically being at each airport included in the study.

Question- Can we submit the proposals via email?  
Answer- Please review the RFQ document. All submittals must be submitted by email to the inbox indicated in the RFQ.

Question- What is the anticipated NTP date and planned duration of this contract?  
Answer- NTP is anticipated within 2 to 3 months of selection. Duration of contract is approximately 18 months.

Question- Should we list available hours of key personnel in available hours by month or average per month of the duration of the contract?  
Answer- Average per month of the duration of the contract.

Question- Does a cover and table of contents count towards the page limit in Packet A?  
Answer- RFQ states packet A page limitation does not apply to front or back covers only.

Question- Should references also send their forms to WSDOT submittal email?  
Answer- No

Question- Can headers and footers be less than 12pt font?  
Answer- No